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Ian Carlton, Project Director 

Ph.D. City and Regional Planning, University of California Berkeley 

M.A. City Planning, University of California Berkeley 

M.S. Transportation Engineering, University of California Berkeley 

B.S. Architecture & Certificate in Land Development, Georgia Institute of Technology 

 

Ian is a project director at ECONorthwest and the cofounder of MapCraft.io. In addition to 

directing the customization of MapCraft's web applications, Ian develops analyses to aid 

policymaking, urban planning, and investment decision making. Ian's project work considers 

land use planning, real estate investment, transit planning, transit-oriented development (TOD), 

affordable housing, economic development, land use modeling, public finance, and value 

capture. 

With a specialization in integrated transportation and land use planning, Ian's work often 

considers the complex and context-specific relationships between transit investments and urban 

development, especially the implementation of equitable transit-oriented development. Ian's 

research sponsors and consulting clients have included private and public sector entities: local 

governments, transit agencies, regional planning organizations, federal agencies, non-profits, 

landowners, and real estate developers. 

Ian leverages his prior professional experiences in policy development, residential real estate, 

economic development, and business strategy consulting to carry out his advisory work. 

Representative Projects 

Ian Carlton has served as Project Director or Research Lead on the following projects, unless otherwise 

noted: 

▪ UTA TOD System Plan—Wasatch Front, UT (2018–Ongoing). The Transit-Oriented 

Development (TOD) System Plan is a resource that enables a variety of interests to better 

understand the viability of transit-oriented development near all Frontrunner, TRAX, 

and Streetcar stations along the Wasatch Front. By comparing all stations to one another, 

UTA and other entities are able to strategically utilize their resources (i.e. property, time, 

funds, etc.) to further the objectives of individual cities and communities. 

▪ Regional Transit Vision—Las Vegas, NV (2017–Ongoing). With MapCraft.io and 

ECONorthwest, for the Regional Transportation Commission of greater Las Vegas, NV, 

developed a regional land use model sensitive to TOD policy interventions to determine 

where TOD was likely and transit investment was more or less warranted. 

▪ Metro SW Corridor Equitable Development Strategy—Portland, OR (2017–Ongoing). 

Analyze the potential community impacts resulting from the SW Corridor LRT line. 
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Develop a strategy for communities along the new line to overcome negative impacts 

and promote livability. 

▪ Citywide TOD Affordability Bonus—Austin, TX (2016–Ongoing). With MapCraft.io 

and ECONorthwest, for the City of Austin, tested millions of variants of a local density 

bonus program proposal to identify optimal requirements for affordable unit delivery in 

regional centers and corridors. 

▪ TOD Zoning Analysis—Milwaukie, OR (2016). With MapCraft.io and ECONorthwest, 

for the City of Milwaukie, tested development feasibility on every parcel within a 

prospective TOD plan; identified tradeoffs between industrial preservation and other 

policy objectives. 

▪ Corridor Zoning Analysis—Portland, OR (2015). With MapCraft.io and 

ECONorthwest, for the City of Portland, co-developed computational housing pro 

forma, tested millions of variants of a local density bonus program, identified tradeoffs 

between affordable housing and other policy objectives. 

▪ Implementing Equitable TOD Projects—National Research (2014). With Will Fleissig, 

for Living Cities, evaluated equitable TOD projects to understand implementation 

pitfalls and best practices. Published “Advancing Equitable Transit-Oriented 

Development: Steps to Avoid Stalled Equitable TOD Projects.” 

▪ City of Los Angeles TOD Strategy—Los Angeles, CA (2012). For Los Angeles Metro, 

advised the Mayor’s TOD Cabinet on transit and TOD tactics; authored strategy 

whitepaper. 

▪ Southwest Corridor TOD Evaluation—Minneapolis, MN (2011). For the Urban Land 

Institute in Minneapolis, MN, contributed to the realignment of the Southwest light rail 

corridor in the Twin Cities after evaluating the economic feasibility and political 

viability of TOD at five proposed stations. 

▪ TOD Financing Policy Guidance for Federal Officials—Washington, DC (2010).  For 

T4America, in Washington D.C., led collaboration that drafted policy concepts to 

enhance federal role in TOD finance 

▪ Mixed-Income TOD Action Guide—Washington, DC (2009). For Reconnecting 

America, developed an online equitable TOD toolkit for transit planners and other TOD 

stakeholders. 

Recent Invited Panels and Presentations 

▪ Reshaping Cities in a Post-Parking World: A Real Estate Developer Perspective—

UrbanismNEXT, Portland, OR (March 2018). Presented on the real estate project-level 

impact of autonomous vehicles if one assumes on-site parking was no longer required or 

necessary in the future and moderated a discussion among developers on the topic. 

▪ Getting the Job Done: Tools for Affordable Housing Success—New Partners for 

Smart Growth, San Francisco, CA (Feb. 2018). Shared insights on the utility and 

applicability of technology when developing new affordable housing development 

policies. 
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▪ The Real Estate Developer’s Perspective on TOD Implementation—RailVolution 

Conference, Denver, CO (Sept. 2017). Presented a real estate development introduction 

to transit planners and policymakers who were interested in the impacts (or lack of 

impacts) of common TOD policies on real estate project economics. 

▪ Real Estate Market Analysis in Transit Planning – TRB GIS in Transit Conference, 

Washington D.C. (Sept. 2017). Presented case studies and methods for incorporating 

real estate development evaluations into transit planning processes. 

▪ The Economics of TOD and Affordability Bonuses—Congress for New Urbanism, 

Seattle, WA (May 2017). Described the underlying real estate development incentives 

that govern effective density bonus programs and identified pitfalls worthy of 

consideration. 

▪ The Economics of Inclusionary Zoning—New Partners for Smart Growth, St. Louis, 

MO (Feb. 2017). Co-organized session on the implementation of inclusionary zoning 

and presented a primer on the policy’s interactions with development economics. 

Recent Publicly Available Reports 

Williams, Stockton, et al; “The Economics of Inclusionary Development;” Washington, DC: 

Urban Land Institute (2016) 

Miriam Zuk and Ian Carlton; “Equitable Transit-Oriented Development: Examining the 

Progress and Continued Challenges of Developing Affordable Housing in Opportunity 

and Transit-rich Neighborhoods;” Poverty & Race Research Action Council (2015)  

Dan Chatman, Robert Cervero, Emily Moylan, Ian Carlton, et. al.; “Transit Cooperative 

Research Program Report 167—Making Effective Fixed-Guideway Transit Investments: 

Indicators of Success;” Transportation Research Board of the National Academies (2014)  

Ian Carlton and Will Fleissig; “Advancing Equitable Transit-Oriented Development: Steps to 

Avoid Stalled Equitable TOD Projects;” Living Cities (2014)  

Affiliations 

▪ Urban Land Institute—National Transit Oriented Development Council Member; 

Northwest District Council: Portland Membership Committee Chair, Portland 

Operations Committee Member. 

▪ Transportation Research Board—Transportation and Land Development Committee 

Member. 

▪ Portland State University—Adjunct faculty for core planning and ethics coursework in 

the Master of Real Estate Development program.  

▪ University of Oregon—Adjunct faculty for introductory course in real estate 

development in the Architecture program at the University of Oregon’s Portland 

campus. 
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